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VIGIL VPOS 12.5

Employee theft is one of the single largest causes of 
shrinkage in retail environments today. Millions of 
dollars disappear from Point-of-Sale (POS) terminals 
in retail stores on a daily basis due to fraudulent or 
criminal employee activities. The ability to effectively 
detect and deter cashier-related shrinkage is a top 
priority for retailers worldwide. One way that retailers 
are confronting this epidemic is by identifying the 
telltale patterns of these crimes or so called POS 
exceptions. 

3xLOGIC’s Point-of-Sale module, VIGIL V-POS, is 
a plugin that can be enabled on any 3xLOGIC VIGIL 
Server running software version 6.0 or higher. V-POS 
Search can then be accessed remotely via VIGIL 
Client, granting the user unparalleled access to POS/
ATM data and related data stored in VIGIL Server’s 
database. By establishing a set of user-defined and 
flexible exception-based rules within VIGIL Point-of-
Sale, Loss Prevention (LP) investigators can receive 
real-time alerts anytime that events or actions 
fall outside of these parameters. This feature and 
many more found in VIGIL V-POS open several new 
possibilities to seeing your business, big or small, 
differently.

Ordering Information

VGL-SW-POS-1 VIGIL V-POS License Key

NOTE: Only one V-POS license key is required per 3xLOGIC VIGIL Server VMS.

VIGIL Point-of-Sale Plugin
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 � Advanced POS Exception Reporting with daily, 
monthly and yearly reports.

 � Full Integration with VIGIL Client’s Shift Analysis 
Report

 � Access to a library of over 160 POS and ATM 
integrations

 � Fully searchable receipt data available remotely 
through Client or the View Lite II mobile app

 � Synchronized video and POS data

 � On-Screen Display of data in live, playback, and 
exported video

 � Export of data into multiple formats for easy 
import into other programs

 � Create local alarms and email alerts based on 
specific criteria

 � Classify suspect transactions for review and 
escalation

 � Configurable number of days of data storage

 � Unlimited number of registers per site

 � Map any number of registers to any number of 
cameras

Features
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